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What on Earth can I fix for dinner?
Even the most experienced cook hits an occasional dry spell. And who doesn't need help for
those times when life is busier than ever?

\f/e all enjoy new ideas and inspiration. Members
VY fiequently provide suggestiorui on our web site Mes-

sage Board, and the Recipe Board is loaded with parent-tested
deliehts.

. Take another look at the meal sugges-
tions found in the Recipes & Two Week
Menu Plan that came in your Feingold
member package. The recipes that co-
ordinate with it provide some of our
favorite Stage One meals.

. Many of your favorite pre-Feingold
recipes can be adapted to Stage One; see
the section in our recioe book on substi-
tuting ingredients. 

-

. You can continue to use convenience .
foods for those times when you need to
put a meal on the table quickly. Look
in your Foodlist and Shopping Guide
under "Pasta Mixes," "Prepared Foods
& Dinner Mixes" and "Rice & Mixes"
for both Stage One and Stage Two op-
uons.

"Diet modification plays a major role in the management of ADHI)"
A new paper calls for the inclusion of diet in the treatment of learning and behavior problems.

Nutrition in the treatment of attention-
deficit hyperactivity disorder: A ne-
glected but important aspect. Schnoll,
R. et.al. Applied Prychophysiology Bio-
feedback 2003, Z8l | (63-7 5)

I nention-deficit hyperactiviry disor-
f1'der (ADHD) is multidetermined and

complex, requiring a multifaceted treatment
approach. Nutritional management is one
aspect that has been relatively neglected to
date. Nutritional factors such as food addi-
tives, refrned sugars, food sensitivities/al-

Going back to basics
Children are notorious for preferring plain, unadorned

food and wanting their favorites over and over again. You
might be spending more time and effort than necessary to
provide variety in your child's diet.

Michelle wrote about her experience
with cooking and the Feingold Program.

"I have had my 7 ll2 year old son on
Feingold for a little over 12 weeks now.
We started it as a last reson before going
to medicine. (I actually had the doctor's
appointment scheduled before we started
Feingold.) My son exhibited just about
every ADHD characteristic there is. The
biggest problem was his aggressiveness.
He couldn't keep his hands to himself,
would always be poking someone. waving
his arms too close to them, blocking them
from going up the stairs. We have had
some ups and downs but right now we are

Continued on page 2

lergies, and fatty acid deficiencies have all
been linked to ADHD. There is increasing
evidence that many children with behav-
ioral problems are sensitive to one or more
food components that can negatively impact
their behavior. Individual response is an
important factor for determining the proper
approach in treating children with ADHD.
In general, diet modification plays a major
role in the management of ADHD and
should be considered as a part of the treat-
ment Drotocol.
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Dinner, from page 1

doing really well. I am such a proud
mama and dying to talk about how well
we are doing and what seems to be
working, I thought I would share with
those of you who are in the same boat.

"At first we went on Stage One with
no additives that are in parentheses
(MSG, nitrites, corn syrup, sodium
benzoate, calcium propionate, sulfiting
agents). This was helping, but not
enough. Then we went primarily with
low salicylates (found in the section on
extreme salicylate sensitivity) and this
helped even more.

The FAUS member's board is
filled with good information.

Michelle continued. "Then I de-
cided to really try to get back to basics.
For example, instead of trying to find
the approved chicken nuggets, I now
prepare plain chicken legs. Our meals
for the past week have been chicken
legs with salt and pepper, homemade
bread made in my bread machine, kiwi,
pears, pork roast with salt and pepper,
pork chops, homemade meatballs
(beef, onion, salt and pepper), plain
grilled tuna, etc. My kids are happy
with these meals and they aren't hard
to make.

"Instead of struggling with which
cereal will work, my son now has 2
slices of homemade bread, 2 kiwis and
a glass of rice milk for breakfast. I
think it's nourishing and he loves it.

"Making basic meals has helped me
eliminaie other things like barley malt
that is in nuggets, etc. I am seeing such
a huge difference. "

"My advice: get back to
basics. Make simple meals
with simple ingredients. "

"Teri added, Sometimes ir is easier
to do it your way than to find all the
approved boxed stuff. We don't eat
out of boxes either because I found it
was easier to just make plain food. I
do buy the bread as my son is wheat
free so I get him spelt tortillas because
they are actually good. "

A Menu-Mailer fan writes, "I
printed out your sample and for the
first time in I don't know how long I
didn't stress over what was for supper.
When I came home from shopping I
told my husband 'It was the smoothest
shopping for food I have ever done
thanks to I-eanne's list.' The best thing
was not having to think what was for
supper. ..I loved not having to run back
to the store for something I forgot for
supper because you have it all on the
list. I love to cook, but we homeschool
and I know this will be a huge help."

Another fan wrote in "We are three
days into Menu-Mailer and I'm sold.
I am a highly organized, nutrition-con-
scious woman in a disorganized, time-
challenged body with a job and three

school-age boys. Consequently, I
seem to be shon on time to exercise
my aptitude for nutritional, home-
cooked meals, but somehow find
plenty of time to lament in my guilt for
'surely' stunting my boys' growth and
predisposing them for all kinds of hor-
rid diseases by way of theft steady
rotation of McDonald's, Taco Bell,
and Pizza Hut.

"This week we have eaten well,
enjoyed cooking together (funny how
that happens...), saved $100, and my
office-mates are drooling over the
aroma ofmy leftovers. And I LOVE
the variety. Thanks for releasing me
from my guilt!!"

Continued on page 4

Debbie wrote: "Thanks, Michelle for your post. Going back to basics (and
Flylady and this bulletin board) saved my sanity. I'm a single working mom
ry* qq I was getting so very stressed out about so much, including making
Feingold meals. Someone at this BB advised me to keep it simple, and once i
did that it was a breeze. I only buy boxed or prepared snacks to sive baking time
when I don't have it. My meals are very simple and I can cope with that.

- 
Another way to keep your life simple is by following a few of Flylady's rules.

Getting rid of the clutter in my life has helped tremendously also.;'
[see. www. flylady. com]

Getting control!
Fly lady (a.k.a. Marla Cilley) is a voice of hope and help for all of us

organizationally challenged people who don't mind cooking...it's just that we
don't think about what groceries we need to buy for dinner until about 5:45. We
don't mind cleaning but don't know where to put the clutter that is on top of the
surface we had planned to clean. We live in what Flylady calls ..CHAOS" -
"Can't Have Anyone Over Syndrome. "

Flylady draws on her own hard-won experience and the work of ..sidetracked
Home Executives" to share her wit and wisdom with her Intemet sisters.

Flylady's web site is filled with hints on how to keep from being overwhelmed
by your home or its contents. She even offers detailed suggestions on how to deal
with packing, moving and getting set up in a new home.

Organrze your meal planning
Flylady's friend, Leanne Ely, is an author, nutritionisi and talk show host.

Her radio show, Heart of a Woman, airs every day in Southern California on
KBRT AM 74O at 2 pm.

One of kanne's talents is creating weekly meal plans. Her Menu-Mailer is a
six-day-a-week selection of menus and a grocery list to go along with it. Ahhough
many of the meals use salicylates, most can be adapted to a Stage One diet.
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English study shows food additives affect both behavior and IQ level

The December 2.A0Alanuary 2fi)3 issue of Pure Faas
described a study carried out on the Isle of Wight where
3-year-olds were challenged with a modest amount of food
dye and a preservative. Nearly 25% of the children clearly
showed disturbed behavior as a a result.

This strrdy has made a big impression on educators in Great
Britain and some schools have removed synthetic additives.
The staff of Barnabas first and middle school in Drakes
Broughton reports a noticeable improvement in the students'
behavior as a result of the change in food served. 30% of the
parens have seen a positive difference and 18% reported that
thek children are sleeping better. The children say the food
now being served tastes better.

Christopher and Michael Parker are five-year-old identical twins who participated in a short-term
study of food additives.

f,)rofessor Jim Stevenson of Southampton University
I. tested both boys at the beginning of the study to

measure their ability to concentrate and their IQ. Their
scores were identical.

Then Michael's diet was changed, while Christopher's
remained the same. For two weeks Michael's diet ex-
cluded the additives that are removed on the Feingold
Program.

The BBC reports there was a pronounced change in
Michael's behavior. Their mother, Lynn Parker, was
skeptical about the experiment at f[st, but reports that she
saw a change in Michael by the second day. He is calmer,
more fluent, and has developed a sense of humor. There
is less conflict between the twins and the stress level in the
house has gone down.

When t}le boys were again tested after the two-week
additive-fiee period, Michael's t€st scores were l57o
higher than Christopher's.

The school the boys attend has gone on to remove the
additives from the meals served, and parents were asked
to use natural foods in their hornes. 57% of the parents
reported an overall improvement in their children, and
56% reported better sleep patt€rns and cooperation, ac-
cording to Tanith Carey, consumer reporter for The Inn-
don Daity Mirror.

British schools are removing additives

tdt7o,idl?/ttsp
Each year more studies are reported that link poor diet with poor behavior.

The research goes from the very restrictive few foods diet all the way to the Isle
of Wight study where the diet modification involved giving children a drink with
a modest amount of food dye and a preservative. In every case, the results are
the same: children's behavior is adversely affected by certain food additives,
especially synthetic dyes.

Unfortunately, this explosion of information on diet and behavior has gone
virtually unnoticed by the majority of doctors and educators in the United States.
The pharmaceutical companies have provided doctors and teachers with their own
version of information on ADHD, and most of these professionals never consider
that the unnatural diet of many American children is related to their growing
health, behavior and learning difficulties.

The Feingold Association has many tools you can use to educate those around
you on this important issue. We offer everything from the very simple introduc-
tion (Healthier Food for Busy People book, Wat are all those funny things in
food? audiotape) to the more detziled (Why Can't My Child Behwe? book) to the
scientifically oriented new booklet Health, Leaming and Behavior, the Dietary
Conneaion.

You can photocopy our newsletter or request extra copies, and we provide
information brochures and other hand-outs. The FAUS web site is loaded with
information you can print out and share with others. See www.feingold.org.
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Another positive study of
diet and ADHD

Two Dutch researchers published
the results of their work in December.
(The name of the journal is: Ned
Ti jdschr Geneeskd 2002 Dec
28:r46(52):2s43-7)

The title of the study is: "Favorable
effect of a standard elimination diet on
the behavior of young children with
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD): apilot study, " by L.M. Pel-
sser and J.K. Buitelaar.

The researchers used a diet that is
far more restrictive than the Feingold
Program. It is known as an "oligoan-
tigenic" or "few foods" diet, and is
limited to rice, turkey, pears and let-
ftce.

The trial diet lasted only two weeks,
but after tlat time 62% of tbe children
showed an improvement of 50% on
both the Connors list and the ADHD
Rating Scale. The average age was
4.8 years old. 15 of the children were
rated by both teachers and parents and
of those youngsters, l0 were rated as
having responded favorably both at
home and at school.

The researchers conclude:
"In young children with
ADHD an elimination diet can
lead to a statistically signifi-
cant decrease in symptoms. "
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Dfriner, from page 2

You can check out Menu-
Mailer at www.menumailer.net
and see sample meal plans that
can be adapted to your family's
preferences. Sample recipes are
also given, but most will require
substitutions if you are on Stage
One. Also, see leanne's sug-
gestions on Building Healthy
Habits for a Lifetime.

Meal #1 Roast Chicken.
Natural food supermarkets (Whole

Foods, Wild Oats, etc.) may have ro-
tisserie chickens ready to go. Or, see
if they have an oven-ready bird that
you take home and cook; or buy sev-
eral whole chickens and prepare them
yourself.

After dinner cut off the leftover
meat and make a broth flom the bones.

Meal #2 Chicken Pasta Salad
This is a good for dimer for a warm

summer night. Prepare pasta "bow
ties," cut up romaine lettuce into bite-
size pieces, add grated carrots and
diced cooked chicken. Mix some may-
omaise with an equal amount of Italian
salad dressing. Pour this mixture over
the pasta salad and toss until mixed.
chill.

Serve with melon wedges.

Meal #3 Chicken Soup
Use your homemade broth, or a

prepared version. There are now
many brands of natural chicken broth
available, so a hearty bowl of home-
made chicken soup - with no MSG -
can be prepared quickly. Cook some
noodles in the broth, or use leftover
rice or pasta. Add in some frozen or
leftover vegetables if you like.

Continued on page 5

Better Nutrition for our Families
Excerpted from Building Heahhy Habits for a Lifttime, by Leanne Ety

"Figure out what will work for your
farnily, given your unique profile, then
work on one thing at a time that needs
changing. For example, if you're a
family who eats a lot of fast food , work
on a plan...you may want to double
some healthy meals and put the extra
dinner in the freezer for nights when
making dinner is nearly impossible.
Do that every time you have the time to
make a good dinner, and you'll have a
stash of healthy foods in the freezer.

"Healthy eating habits are built or
destroyed every day at the family din-
ner table. We have the choice of train-
ing our children to be picky eaters or
good eaters. By giving your children

the same thing you eat (with some
exoeptions and consideration for very
young children) they learn ftom an
early age that this is how meals are
done in your home. Remember you're
not a short order cook, you're the
parent. Your children will become
accustomed to healthy meals when you
persevere and serve them....To train
healthy eaters they have to eat healthy
food.
"They WILL develop a taste for good

food - honest! Just try to make sure
you have something your child likes on
his or her plate, as well as whatever
new thing you're trying to get him or
her to try. "

Double duty cooking and
piggy-backing meals

You can save a lot of time by planning two or more meals at a
time and cooking extras. For example:

Meal #1 Fish Fillet, boiled potatoes, mixed vegetables.
Prepare extra fish so you will have leftovers, and boil extra potatoes. you can

serve one meal's portion of potatoes plain, with butter and salt, or mash them if
you like. Some of the leftover potatoes will go into your seafood chowder, and
the rest can be used for hash browns - great served with scrambled eggs at
brunch, or with dinner.

Meal #2 Seafood Chowder
Use a 32 ounce container of Imagine Foods Potato and kek soup as the basis

for this meal. This soup, which comes in a cardboard carton, has a mild creamy
flavor that is an excellent base for a chowder. Empty the soup into a large
saucepan. Break up the leftover fish and add it to the soup. Dice some of the
boiled potatoes and add them. If you have any vegetables ieft over they can go
into the pot as well. Ifnot, just add your favorite frozen vegetables. Some frozen
corn will provide a touch of natural sweetness. Bring the soup to a simmer,
stirring. Serve with rolls and a salad for a satisfing dinner.

Three meals from the same recipe: Meatloai Meatballs & Burgers
Use your favorite meat loaf recipe to also make meatballs and burgers. Unlike

most hambuger patiies, they will be juicy and tender. put the meatballs and
burgers on a cookie sheet that has been lined with waxed paper. place them in
the fieezer for about an hour. (Set the timer to remind you to take them out after
an hour.) Once they have frozen, put the meatballs in a large zip loc plastic bag
and wrap the burgers individually. Put them back in the freezer and you will
have a main course ready to go at short notice. (Note, using ground pork in the
meatloaf mix adds a nice flavor, but ground turkey can make it dry.)
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Dtnner, from page 4

Meal #4 Chicken Pot Pie
Any remaining chicken broth can be

used to make a sauce for creamed
chicken or a simplified chicken "pie."
Add diced chicken and some frozen
mixed vegetables to the sauce. Pour it
into a baking dish. ln place of a pie-
crust, use the Feingold-acceptable
Pi l lsbury Buttermi lk var iety of
Grands! refrigerated biscuits. Cut
each biscuit in half horizontally, so it
will be only half as high as normal.
Place the cut biscuits on top of the
chicken mixture, and bake according
to the directions on the biscuitpackage.
(By slicing them in half you will avoid
having biscuits that are cooked on the
top and still have raw dough on the
bottom.)

Meal #1 Pot Roast
This is another meat that can lead

many lives. Make extra potatoes and
carrots for the first meal, then use the
leftovers for Meal #3.

Meal #2 Beef and Noodles
After its first appearance as a roast,

the meat can be served in a home-made
gravy, over noodles. Ifyou don't have
leftover potatoes fiom the previous
meal, cook extra noodles for use in the
soup.

Meal #3 Beef & Vegetable Soup
Cut the meat into cubes and add all

the leftovers to a can of (all natural)
vegetable soup for a hearty lunch or
dinner. Those vegetable soups on the
Foodlists are Stage Two. For Stage
One you can use natural beefbroth and
supplement it with additional ftozen
vegetables.

I raw whole chicken breast, cut in
small pieces

fresh mushrooms, cut in quarters
1 cup snow peas, broken in pieces
1 cup cashew nuts

Teriyaki saucel
1 1/3 cup water
l/4 cup soy sauce
2 Tbsp sugar
1/4 tsp powdered ginger
dash of powdered garlic
3 Tbsp cornstarch

In a large saucepan or wok saute the
chicken pieces in oil until lightly
browned; remove them from pan.

Saute the mushrooms, adding a few
tablespoons of water and covering the
pan to cook them though.

Add the snow peas and cook briefly .
Remove the vegetables ftom the pan

or wok.
Mix the teriyaki ingredients to-

gether. Pour them into the pan and
cook, stirring, until the sauce has
thickened and is glossy.

Retum the chicken and vegetables
to the pan.

Add in the cup of cashews. Stir to
heat all of the ingredients and coat
them with the sauce.

Serve over hot rice.

"For last minute meals, my freezer is my best friend"
FAUS Webmaster, Shula Edelkind, can prepare various types of meat in

just a few minutes. She keeps single servings ofchicken, hamburger patties,
chops, etc. in the freezer. Ifthe meat will be put into a tightly-sealed plastic
bag, you can add in a marinade before placing it in the fteezer. Many
oil-based salad dressings work well as marinades.

Buy chicken breasts, either boneless, or cut the meat off the bones and
toss them in a large plastic bag and keep in the freezer until you have enough
to make soup. Slice tbrough the meat horizontally and open it up, or
"butterfly" the cutlet, flattening it so it is half as thick. Wrap fte pieces
individually in foil or plastic; label them and freeze.

To prepare a single sewing, unwrap the meat and prepare in your favorite
way. Shula likes to cook it in a large or medium-size "George Foreman"
type grill. There's no need to deftost the meat since it is fairly thin and will
cook quickly and be ready to serve in just a few minutes.

Brown Rice
If your family enjoys the taste of brown rice, which takes longer to cook than

white rice, you may want to look for ways you can prepare a double batch and
use it in subsequent meals. (White rice can also be used in this way.)

Use the freshly-prepared rice with your favorite Asian dish, such as:

ea.klt &r&L*, (serves 4)

Using the cooked rice
For an encore dish using cooked rice: Saute ground beef or lamb in a large

pan. Season it with salt, pepper and garlic. Remove the cooked meat and saute
sliced onions and mushrooms. (Once the onions and mushrooms are browned,
add a few tablespoons of water to the pan to dissolve the browned residue . ) Then
add the meat back to the pan, along with the cooked rice, and stir the mixture
over low heat until all the ingredients are heated through. Serve with a salad.
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Business Week magazine
The feature article in the May 26 issue is about the growing

gap between the success of boys vs. girls. (See lhe March 2003
Pure Facts for our slant on this.) The Eusiness Week afticle
discusses the over{iagnosing of ADHD in boys, and contains
a reference to lhe role of scfiool foods '\^rhich can make kids
hyperac{ive and distractable." You can access the magazine
on]ine at \rwvw.businessweek.com.

ADD and Eczema are Linked
Research on the medical history of thousands of children

suggests that babies who suffer from eczema are far more
likely to go on to be diagnosed with ADD (attention deficit
disorder) than those who dicl not have the skin disorder. (Peo-
ple with eczema are also prone to suffer trom asthma.)

Kristjan Kehler, MS, RPH, a scientistat Novartis Pharmaceu-
ticals studied the medical records of more than 43,000 children
with eczema and found that they were far more likely lhan those
without it to later receive a diagnosis of ADD. (Note: Novartis
is the manufacturer of Ritalin.)

This information was presented at lhe 61st annual meeting
of the American Academy of Dermatology. The doctors attend-
ing found the information interesting, but puzzling. But the
connection belween ADD, eczema and asthma does not seem
so mysterious wtlen you consider thal all of these conditions
can be brought on by exposure to cerlain synthetic food addi-
tives.

Antibiotic exposure during pregnancy
\Nomen lvio take antibiotics during pregnancy may increase

their child's risk of asthma, hay fever, o[ eczema, new study
findings suggest.

Researchers reviewed the medical records of nearly 25,000
British children and their mothers. About one{hird of the moth-
ers were prescribed one or more rounds of antibiotics during
pregnancy. Antibiotic use was associated with an increased
incidence of all three allergic diseases. The largest increase
was for asthma. The authors found thatthe effect did not appear
to be related to the type of antibiotic or the trimester wfien the
antibiotics were used. Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2002;166:
827-€32.

Reprinted trom Lalifudes, published by the Association for
Comprehensive NeuroTherapy. Latitudes describes new and
complementary approaches to aft ention disorders/hyperactivity,
autism, behavior disorders, leaming disabilities, obsessive-
compulsive disorder and Tourelte syndrome. Phone (561) 798-
0472 or visit www.Latitudes.org.

Moving? Plerso let us know your now rddr*r;
fho posf offico will not fontrrd hlk neil.

%a'& ltar Tlotfurht?
The MayJune issue of Mdheing magazine nas a

feature article on the Feingold Program. This is a good
way to introduce others to the Program and gain their
croperation. The article has an explanation of salicylates
and shor /s Mry even families that eat very healthy foods
can still have oroblems.

took for Mdheing at natural food stores and rnajor
bookstores. For subscription information and to order
back issues, check out www.mothering.com or call (800)
98+81 16.

Summer Fun at the Zoo
The Brooldeld Zoo in lhe Chicago suburbs offers more

than animals and family fun. They provide an oasis of
natural foods at their Eco Cafe. Pass up the com dogs
and cotton candy offered at other locations in lhe zoo, and
save your appetite for the natural treats. They include hot
dogs, chili dogs, nachos, popcom, pretzels, cookies and
frozen yogurt. Familiar natural brands are avaibble and
the Cafe is supported by Vliole Foods Market.

Feingold members have often noticed the disparity
belween the carefully controlled diets given to animals at
zoos around the country, and lhe syntheticjunk sold to the
human visitors. Maybe the vets and caretakers have
decided they'd rather not have to deal with hyperactive
elephants!

Watch out for those flavorings!
One weary (but Wser) dad wrote about the experience

of taking a road trip after h e gave each of his th re e ch ild ren
a bottle of Gatorade that was free of dye, but contained
artificial watermelon flavor. He wrote, "The reactions be-
gan within an hour and within three hours we were stop-
ping to calm them down every couple of miles."

Dye-free does not necessarily mean natural.

Thanks!
Ourthanks to all the staff members and volunieers who

participated in FAUS'S recent open House, held in our
Riverhead office in Mav.

Gouponst
This summer FAUS will be enclosing coupons lo those

$rho receive a new membership package or purchase a
replacemenl Foodlist and Shopping cuide, or when you
renew your membership. The coupons are provided by
companies whose products are acceptable on the Fein-
gold Program.
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Minute Maid concerned about your carpeting
Food Processing, a publication for the food industry,

reports in the April issue: "MINUTE MAID oHANGING
COLOR. Responding to consumer requests, Minute Maid
has taken steps to remove artificial coloring from its chil-
dren's beverages. Consumer feedback led to removal of the
artificial colors from t\ D of its most popluar products/pack-
age combinations - Hi-C fruit drinks in drink boxes and
64-02. bottles of Disney Hundred Acres \ bod (100% juice).

"Hi-C fruit drinks are famous for their colorful fruit taste,
but drink boxes, when tipped over or squeezed too hard, can
stain carpets, clothing, and fabrics. Coloring will remain in
Hi-C 128 oz. bottles."

Thanks to our advisory board member, Beatrice Trum
Hunter, for sending this to us. Ms. Hunter adds, "Concems
about wiat the producls do to carpets, clothing, and fabrics,
but not about children's health!"

Still no word from Kraft
Recently the labels on Miracle \Mrip were changed and

now list "artificial coloring." By laq if a company uses
synthetic dyes (such as Yellow 5 or Red 40) they must
declare this in the ingredients. The term "artificial colof is
used wfien the coloring substance is naturally derived, such
as annafto, carotene or beet juice.

Because eliminating synthetic dyes is so important to
families on lhe Feingold Programw€ wanted to be absolutely
sure and have asked the representatives al Kraft to tell us
the source of the coloring. They have promised to give us
this informalion, but so far...nothing.

TOM'S OF MAINE Stage Two Products
Deodorant

Honeysuckle Rose Natural Deodorant Stick (tea, rose
hips, orange)

Shampoo
Natural Normalizing Aloe & Almond Shampoo
Natural Aloe & Almond Shampoo (tea)

Syrup
Natural Bronchial Syrup: Adults (SB, lea)
Natural Bronchial Syrup: For Children (SB, almond,

cherry, tea)
Fluoride Free Toothpaste

Children's Natural Fluoride Free: Silly Strawberry (orange)
Natural Sensitive Fluoride Free: Wntermint (N, orange,

cloves)
Natural Homeopathic Style Fluoride Free \/\ihitening:

Apricot (orange)
Toothpaste with Fluoride

Children's Natural with Fluoride: Outrageous Orange
-Mango (cucumbers), Silly Strawberry (orange)

Natural Anlicavity & Dry Mouth Fluoride: Aprimt
Natural Anticavity Fluoride: Wntermint (cloves, orange)

Topical
Natural Muscle Balm (cloves)

PIC Report
The following products have been researched or re-

researched and may be added to your Foodlist or Mail Order
Guide.

Stage One
BLUE BUNNY 100% Grapefruit Juice
BLUE BUNNY Plain Original Yogurt, \Ahipping Cream
BLUE BUNNY Milk 10lo Lowfat, 2% Reduced Fat,

Fat Free/Skim, Sweet Acidophilus, Mtamin D
(available in the Midwest only)

cEDARLANE* Meditenanean Sluffed Focaccia
DENTIE" Tooth Po\ der
EDENSOY" Organic Soy Milk Chocolate (CS),

Unsweetened
FANTASTIC FOODS* Fast Naturals: Vegetarian Ginger

Shitake with Rice Noodles (CS) www.fantasticfoods.com
FASTSHAKE Pancake Mix: Buttermilk (CS)
FRUITSTIX Fruit & Cream Bars: Chocolate Covered

Creamy Banana, Chocolate Covered Creamy Coconut
HEALTHY SPRINKLES SDrinkles: Green Bean, Onion,

Pea, Pineapple, Spinach, Veggie
vwwv.healthysprinkles. com

JILL'S Sweet Potato Butter; Pineapple-Mint Jam;
\ htermelon Jelly; Pineapple citron Preserves
order from Squinel's Nest or www.JillsJam.com

MIRACLE MAIZE Com Bread & Muffin Mix Sweet,
Country Style (cS)

NUTRA NUTS Grandpa Po's: Slightly Sweet, Slightly
Unsalted r i\ M/. nutranuts.com

OUR FAMILY FARM* Cookies: Arc{ic Bear lced Lemon
Cookies (CS), Brown Bear Vanilla Dipped in Chocolate
(CS), Wld Animal Vanilla (CS)

THE JUBILEE FRUIT BAR CO (available in Florida only)
Fruityena: Mango, Pineapple

YOUNG PECAN Golden Sweet Pecans

Stage Two
ALMOND RELLA* Cheeses: cheddar. Mozarella
BLUE BUNNY 1000/o Orange-Pineapple Juice,

1000/0 Orange Juice Calcium Fortified
(available in the Midwest only)

CEDARLANE* Bruschetta (tornatoes), Eggplant Parmesan
(bell, chili, and red peppers, tomatoes, paprika);
Lowfat Garden Vegetable Enchiladas (papril€, peppers,
tomatoes)

HEALTHY SPRINKLES Fruity Sprinkles: (bluebenies,
raspbenies, stra\ benies) www.healthysprinkles.c,om

NUTRA NUTS Grandpa Po's Slightly Spicy (cayennne
pepper, paprika)

OUR FAMILY FARM" Caotain's Catch Baked Cheese
Crackers (CS, paprika, red pepper)

THE JUBILEE FRUIT BAR CO (Florida only) Fruityena:
Peach, Strawbeny

The Feingold@ Associations do not endorse, approve or assume responsibility for any product, brand, method or Ueatment. The presence (or absence) of
a product on a Feingold Foodlist, or the discussion of a method or treatment does not constitute approval (or disapproval). The Foodlists are based primarily
upon information supplied by manufactufers and are not based upon independent testing.
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New Program Book for FAUS
New families joining the Feingold Association now receive a
spiral bound book in place ofthe 3-ring binder we have used for
several years.

he materials have been stream-
lined and reorganized, but are

essentially the same as the contents of
the previous member package. Infor-
mation that is subject to frequent
change is now provided in a folder, and
the Two Week Menu Plan & Recipes
book has been integrated into the new
spiral book. FAUS continues to print
extra copies of our recipe book, how-
ever. as many of our members enjoy
having a second copy or an extra to
give to relatives. (The separate recipe
book is available for $10 each.)

FAUS is grateful to our past presi-
dent. Barb Keele. for all her work in
updating the information and preparing
this new book.

Copies of the new program book
may be ordered from the New York
office for $25 each, which includes the
cost of shipping.

Pure Facts
Editor: Jane Hersey

Contibuting to this issue:

Kathy Bratby
Donna Curtis
Markey Dokken
Shula Edelhnd
Debbie Jaclson
Barbara Keele

Pure Facts is published ten times a
year and is a ponion of the material
provided o members of the Feingold
Association of the United States.

Membership provides the Feingold
Program book which include Recipes &
Two Week Menu Plan, a regional
Foodlist containing tbousands of ac-
ceptable U.S. brand name foods, a tele-
phone and E-mail Help-Line, and a
subscriprion m Prre Frrts. The cost in
the U.S. is $69 & $8 shipping. A Pare
Facrs subscription, if ordered sepa-
rately, is $38/year.

For more information or deails on
membership outside the U.S., contact
FAUS, 127 East Main St., Riverhead,
NY 11901 or phone (631) 369-9340

The articles in this newsletter are
offered as information for Pure Facts
readers, and are not intended to provide
medical advice. Please seek the guid-
ance of a qualified health care profes-
sional concerning medical issues.

www.feingold.org
o 2003 by tlre Feingotd Association

of the United States, Inc.

Permission to reprint
You are welcome to circulate

articles that appear in Pure Facts.
This can be in the form ofphotocop-
ies to share with others, or the re-
printing of articles in another news-
letter or in an Internet newsletter or
on a web site.

When you reprint, please use the
following acknowledgment:

Reprinted hom Pure Facts, the
newsletter of tle Feingold Associa-
tion of the United States (800)321-
3287 www.feingold.org

A resource for salicvlate sensitivitv
A nother FAUS past president, Pat Palmer, is working on completing a

fa,reference book about the various biological families of plants. Pat's goal
is to help us gain a better understanding of which foods might be best tolerated
by allergic andior salicylate-sensitive people.

Exotic new varieties of fruits, vegetables, grains, herbs and other plants are
being introduced into our food supply and they might offer a greater variety for
the sensitive/allergic individual. Many of these foods are now available on the
West Coast but have not yet become popular in other regions.

Pat is asking our readers to send her the names of any unusual fbods along
with some basic information.
. Is the item a fiuit, vegetable, grain, or herb?
. In addition to the common name, do you know the biological name for it? Or

is it known by more than one name?
. What is the country of origin? (if you know that)
. How are you using it? As a substitute for grains, for example.
. What sensitivities have you identified? (salicylates, allergy foods)

This information can be mailed to our New York office or e-mailed to:
Pat@feingold. org.

Pat repons the good news that her research has already found that elderberries
are not classified as a salicylate. They are in the "honeysuckle family" not the
rose family as are most salicylates. Pat has been in contact with one of our
salicylate-sensitive members who has found she can tolerate elderberries, but not
other berries or known salicylates. We would like to hear from other members
who are salicylate-sensitive, established on the Feingold Program, and can
identifu a reaction. If you decide to test out elderberries, we would be grateful
for any feedback you can offer - positive or negative. The information from
experienced members is our best guide predicting which foods will be tolerated.

The next Pure Facts will be our combined July/August issue.
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